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by a large delegation from labor organizations. He delivered
an address from the roof of a "four-wheeler," thanking them
for their welcome and explaining his purpose in coming to
England.
Although the campaign was being financed by members of
the Land Reform Union, including Helen Taylor, William
Saunders, Richard McGhee, J. L. Joyce, H. H. Champion, and
R. P. B. Frost, the last two mentioned, the one treasurer and
the other secretary of the Union, strangely enough leaned to-
ward the doctrines of Karl Marx.2 George promptly had to
make clear to these and a few other Socialists, who threatened
to obstruct his campaign if he did not adopt their program,
that he not only opposed the nationalization of capital, includ-
ing machinery, but that he stood firmly for the principles enun-
ciated in his own books.3
Let us make these principles clear.
George's philosophy was one of freedom as against regimen-
tation; individual liberty as against collectivist restriction. He
believed with Jefferson that the best governed people were
those the least bound by governmental restrictions. When the
state stepped in to regulate capital or labor, it thereby inter-
fered with the rights of the individual. Instead of regulation
of wages, George wanted the release of natural opportunity
("land") which determines wages. For since all wealth, and
therefore all capital, comes from the application of labor to
land, he argued that land would afford for labor a just return
if freed from private speculation and monopoly.
Finally, Henry George put it in these words: "An equitable
principle already exists in natural laws, which if left unob-
structed, will, with a certainty that no human adjustment could
rival, give to each who takes part in the work of production
that which is justly his due/'
The Marxists Champion and Frost, realizing that their Amer-
ican guest could not be swayed, quietly acquiesced in his plans
for the speaking campaign.
Karl Marx himself conceded that George was a "writer of
talent" but believed him to have "however the repugnant arro-
gance and presumption which inevitably mark all such panacea
breeds." According to Henry M. Hyndman, who was an un-
shakable Marxist, Marx looked through Progress and Poverty
and "spoke of it with a sort of friendly contempt; "the capitalist's
last ditch' he said." The contempt was evidently reciprocated,

